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Preface
The accurate solution of eigenvalue problems
Instinctively we feel that there ought to be a trade-off between accuracy and speed
in most approximate computations. Nevertheless, when hunting eigenvalues and ei-
genvectors that feeling is sometimes wrong and the situation is complicated. The
often unappreciated reward for obtaining accuracy beyond what is “warranted by
the data” is that fundamental mathematical relationships, such as sin2  C cos2  D 1
or determinant D product of eigenvalues, are better preserved. A few specialists who
have been exploring high accuracy methods during the last six years now meet
regularly.
The motivation for this special issue came from a meeting of these specialists,
the International Workshop on Accurate Solution of Eigenvalue Problems held at
the Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA on 20–23 July 1998. It was the
second such workshop. The previous one was held in Split, Croatia on 11–17 July
1996.
In the 1998 workshop, 24 talks on various aspects of solving eigenvalue prob-
lems were presented. Discussions, both formal and informal, were lively. An ac-
count of the workshop was published by Beresford Parlett (“Yet Another Meeting on
Matrix Computations?”, SIAM News, vol. 32, No. 2, March 1999). The articles in
this volume concern topics that were discussed at that gathering, although some of
the papers do not correspond to talks given there.
Several papers discuss varying aspects of perturbation theory. Structured pertur-
bation theroy is now very well understood for positive definite eigenvalue problems
and the singular value decomposition (SVD). Dopico et al. gave a structured per-
turbation theory appropriate for indefinite eigenvalue problems. Previous papers in
this area tended to be restricted to matrices that were full rank, Barlow and SlapniMcar
consider what happens when this restriction is lifted. Ipsen discusses the perturba-
tion of subspaces, deriving extensions of the Davis–Kahan sinH theory. Hyperbolic
eigenproblems have led to interesting generalizations of Jacobi methods. SlapniMcar
and Truhar explain how well we can expect to solve these problems. A new ap-
proach to perturbation theory from the growing field of pseudoeigenvalues is given
by Chaitin-Chatelin et al.
Textbooks on matrix computations now regularly teach that it is more accurate to
compute the SVD of A than to compute the eigenvalue decomposition of ATA, but
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active discussion of the role factorizations play in the computation of SVDs and ei-
genproblems is quite recent. This volume enthusiastically embraces that discussion.
Veselic´ gives a perturbation theory for factorizations of the form GJGT, where
J is a matrix that displays the inertia. That work is complimented by Singer and
Singer in their discussion of indefinite QR factorization. Parlett and Dhillon use a
similar GJGT approach to give us yet further insight into the symmetric tridiagonal
eigenvalue problem.
The use of QR decomposition for preprocessing SVDs for speed is standard
procedure. Higham shows that QR decomposition with row and column pivoting
increases accuracy. Oliviera and Stewart give a perturbation theory for matrices with
an arbitrary number of factors. Such problems arise in dynamical systems and in
compactification schemes for boundary value problems.
We present two new implementations of eigensolving methods based upon the
high accuracy perturbation results. DrmaMc and Veselic´ develop a preconditioning
approach for Jacobi methods. Parlett and Marques give a faster implementation of
the dqds algorithm.
Much of the influence of this field has been in the solution of small, dense
eigenvalue problems, but this volume has a number of papers related to sparse
eigenproblems. Balancing is a tried and true heuristic for improving the condition
of nonsymmetric eigenvalue problems. Chen and Demmel present an efficient im-
plementation for sparse matrices. Golub et al. use structured perturbation results to
develop a stopping criterion for an inner–outer iteration Lanczos procedure. Bracco-
nier et al. discuss loss of orthogonality in the Arnoldi method and how to compensate
for it.
Many algebraic eigenvalue problems come from discretized differential eigen-
value problems. Kosowski points out that standard Sturm–Liouville theory contra-
dicts our experience with symmetric tridiagonal matrices: Clusters of eigenvalues
do not occur “naturally”; the higher eigenvalues are not well determined by the
standard coefficient functions. Tisseur presents a conditioning theory for polynomial
eigenvalue problems that can be used to choose an appropriate reformulation as a
generalized eigenvalue problem.
From the variety of papers discussed above, it is evident that high accuracy con-
siderations have become very central to research on eigenvalue problems.
This volume was prepared with the help of LAA editor-in-chief Richard Brualdi
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